9 1. Phylogenetic trees are currently routinely reconstructed from an 10 alignment of character sequences (usually nucleotide sequences). Bayesian 11 tools, such as MrBayes, RevBayes and BEAST2, have gained much popu-12 larity over the last decade, as they allow joint estimation of the posterior 13 distribution of the phylogenetic trees and the parameters of the underlying 14 inference model. An important ingredient of these Bayesian approaches 15
Introduction

C
Inference conditions
Conditions under which I is used in the inference. They are composed of the model type, run condition and whether to measure the evidence.
E
Error measure parameters Errors measurement setup that can be specified providing an error function to measure the difference between the original phylogeny and the inferred posterior.
The first iterations of the MCMC chain of the posterior may not be representative and can be discarded using a burn-in fraction. between the generative tree model and the assumed tree prior.
177
The twinning process, T , encompasses two steps: T 1 , that generates a 'twin 178 tree' (Fig. 1, 1b ) and T 2 , which generates a 'twin alignment' (Fig. 1, 2b ). Both 179 twin tree and alignment will be analyzed in the same way as the true tree and 180 alignment.
181
We define a phylogeny τ as the combination of branching times t and topol-182 ogy ψ, and denote as τ G the phylogeny produced by a (possibly non-standard) 183 generative diversification model, having branching times t G and topology ψ G .
184
The first step (T 1 ) of the twinning process creates a tree τ T with branching times t T while preserving the original topology ψ G :
The default option for the diversification model p T is the standard BD model. It is then possible to use the likelihood function L T for this diversification model to find the parameters θ * T (e.g. speciation and extinction rates, in case of a BD model) that maximize this likelihood applied to the true tree, conditioned on its number of tips n G :
We use θ * T to simulate a number n T = n G of branching times t T for the twin 185 tree τ T , under the process p T , while preserving the topology. The DD tree that is generated by this code is as shown in Figure 2 , which 257 has an arbitrarily chosen crown age of ten time units and six taxa. Using the default pirouette settings, the error distribution shown in Figure   259 3 is produced. In the upper panel of Figure 3 , we can see that the error distributions of 261 the assumed generative model differ strongly between the true and twin tree.
This difference shows the extent of the mismatch between the actual tree model (which is DD) and the (BD) tree prior used. Because these distributions are 264 distinctively different, the inference error we make when using an incorrect (that 265 is, BD) tree prior on a DD tree is profound.
266
Comparing the upper and lower panel of Figure 3 , we can see that the 267 best candidate model is only slightly better at inferring the true tree, than the 268 assumed generative model, thereby showing that they cannot compensate for 269 the true generative tree model not being among the inference models.
270
The candidate model that had highest evidence given the simulated align-271 ment, was JC, RLN, BD (see Table 1 for the meaning of these abbreviations). We showed how to use pirouette to quantify the importance of a tree prior 280 in Bayesian phylogenetics, assuming the simplest standard tree model possible.
281
In principle any other standard tree model can be assumed, but we chose to 282 provide the simplest example.
283 Figure 3 illustrates the primary result of our pipeline: it shows the error 284 distributions for the true tree and the twin tree when either the (assumed) 285 generating model or the best candidate model is used in inference. The clear 286 difference between the error distributions for the true tree and the twin tree one tree from a novel tree model is not enough to determine the impact of using an incorrect tree prior. Instead, a distribution of multiple trees, generated by 290 the novel tree model, should be used. In the supplementary material we have 291 provided some examples.
292
Like most phylogenetic experiments, the setup of pirouette involves many 293 choices. A prime example is the length of the simulated DNA sequence. One 294 expects that the inference error decreases for longer DNA sequences. We inves-295 tigated this superficially and confirmed this prediction (see the supplementary 296 materials). However, we note that for longer DNA sequences, the assumption 297 of constant substitution rates may become less realistic and hence longer se-298 quences may require more parameters. Hence, simply getting longer sequences 299 will not always lead to a drastic reduction of the influence of the species tree 300 prior. Fortunately, pirouette provides a pipeline that works for all choices.
301
Interpreting the results of pirouette is up to the user; pirouette does not 302 answer the question whether the inference error is too large to trust the inferred 303 tree. The user is encouraged to use different statistics to measure the error. The 304 nLTT statistic is a promising starting point, as it can compare any two trees 305 and results in an error distribution of known range, but one may also explore 306 other statistics. In principle, pirouette allows for this, but in our example 307 we used a diversification model (DD) that only deviates from the Yule and BD 308 models in the temporal branching pattern, not in the topology. inferred. This is useful if these trees match, but when they do not, this does not mean that the inferred tree is incorrect; if sufficient data is available the species 316 tree prior may not be important, and hence the inference may be adequate even 317 though the assumed species tree prior is not. In short, the approach is applied 318 to empirical trees and compares the posterior and prior distribution of trees 319 (with the latter generated with the posterior parameters!). pirouette aims to 320 identify when assuming standard priors for the species tree leads to incorrect 321 inference if one believes more complex diversification models are operating than 322 can be currently accommodated in inference. In short, our approach applies to 323 simulated trees and compares the posterior distributions of trees generated with 324 a standard and non-standard model, but inferred with a standard one. The two 325 methods therefore complement one another.
326
However, we note that the pirouette pipeline is not restricted to exploring 327 the effects of a new species tree model. The pipeline can also be used to explore 328 the effects of non-standard clock or site models, such as relaxed clock models 329 with a non-standard distribution, correlated substitutions on sister lineages, or 330 elevated substitutions rates during speciation events. It is, however, beyond the 331 scope of this paper to discuss all these options in more detail.
332
In conclusion, pirouette can show the errors to be expected when the model 333 assumed in inference is different from the actual generative model. 
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